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I. Science & Human Rights

• The APS has a vital interest in
the human rights of scientists

• Those rights apply to sexual
minority (GLBTQ+) physicists



Science & Human Rights

http://www.aps.org/about/governance/committees/cifs/index.cfm

“To achieve its full potential and to benefit all mankind,
science requires that governments respect basic
human rights, allow open communication, and avoid
interference with the rights of scientists as they carry
out their professional work.”

-- from the APS Statements on Human RightsA. Sakharov

APS Committee on the International Freedom of Scientsts (CIFS)



http://www.aps.org/about/governance/committees/cifs/index.cfm

“This Committee shall be responsible for monitoring
concerns regarding human rights for scientists
throughout the world. It shall apprise the [Society] of
problems encountered by scientists in the pursuit of
their scientific interests or in effecting satisfactory
communication with other scientists and may
recommend appropriate courses of action designed to
alleviate such problems.”

-- from the APS CIFS Statement of PurposeA. Sakharov

The CIFS Mission
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
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Science & Human Rights

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)

• Human dignity

• Respect for honor, reputation, family configuration

• “Social and cultural rights indispensable for… free
development” of one’s personality

•  Share in scientific advancement and benefits

• Protection of “moral interests” resulting from one’s
scientific work



Science & Human Rights

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)

• These rights apply to sexual minorities in physics

• They are often unrealized or disregarded



II. The Alan Turing Story



Science & Human Rights
The Story of Alan Turing (1912-1954)

• Openly gay

• King’s College, Cambridge 1931-36

• 1936: “Universal Turing Machine”

• 1939-1945: deciphering German codes

• 1941: broke U-Boat code (Hut 8 section)

• 1950: “Turing Test”: Artificial Intelligence ?

• Intrepid runner
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The Story of Alan Turing (1912-1954)

• Openly gay

• King’s College, Cambridge 1931-36

• 1936: “Universal Turing Machine”

• 1939-1945: deciphering German codes

• 1941: broke U-Boat code (Hut 8 section)

• 1950: “Turing Test”: Artificial Intelligence ?

• Intrepid runner

• 1952: charged with “gross indecency” , plead guilty, received
estrogen shots, lost security clearance & barred from intelligence work

• 1954: Suicide



Science & Human Rights
The Story of Alan Turing (1912-1954)

Gordon Brown
Sept 10, 2009

http://www.turing.org.uk/turing/The Telegraph (online)
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The situation for sexual minority
scientists in the West has progressed
considerably since Turing’s time, but
human rights obstacles remain
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scientists in the West has progressed
considerably since Turing’s time, but
human rights obstacles remain

The “Lavender Ceiling”



III. The Lavender Ceiling

• What is the “Lavender Ceiling” ?

• How does it impede the human
rights of GLBTQ+ physicists ?

• Our stories

• What can be learned from efforts
to address the “Glass Ceiling” ?



The Lavender Ceiling

Answers.com

“…the inability for gay, lesbian and bisexual
people to be promoted due to workplace
discrimination or access to social networks.
It is similar to the ‘glass ceiling’ of gender.”

LATimes.com



The Lavender Ceiling

Answers.com

“…the inability for gay, lesbian and bisexual
people to be promoted due to workplace
discrimination or access to social networks.
It is similar to the ‘glass ceiling’ of gender.”

LATimes.com “Social and cultural rights indispensable for… free development” of one’s
personality ; Share in scientific advancement and benefits; Protection of
“moral interests” resulting from one’s scientific work



The Lavender Ceiling
Indicators of the Lavender Ceiling:

• Hostile climate (overt or subtle) leading one to pursue
educational or career opportunities in another field

• Exclusion from opportunities (networking, scientific
conferences, leadership roles, etc.) that would advance
one’s visibility and career prospects

• Discounting of scientific achievements, expertise,
talents, or insights

• Non-receptivity to concerns by those in positions of
relative power



The Lavender Ceiling
Factors that maintain  the Lavender Ceiling
in physics:

• Ignorance: low level of awareness by colleagues

• Invisibility: Absence of openly GLBTQ+ physicists
from ranks of faculty, department chairs, institute
directors, APS Divisional chairs….

• Absence of data: how many? Who?



The Lavender Ceiling
Factors that maintain  the Lavender Ceiling
in physics:

• Reliance on Federal definitions of “under-represented
minority”

• Denial: “It’s not that bad: you have domestic partner
benefits” ; “You’re being too sensitive”

• Unconscious or overt prejudice: comments in student
lounges, unequal treatment by TA’s…



The Lavender Ceiling
Impacts:

• Depression, isolation, alienation

• Distraction from scientific work (Coming out,
contending with hostility, prejudice…)

• Leaving the field

• Loss of talent for the field

• Perpetuation of societal stereotypes



The Lavender Ceiling
Our stories

• Coming out: Will family/friends accept ? Will I be
excluded from my cohort ? Will I be overlooked by possible
mentors ?

• Finding a job: Will I get a job if I am out? Can I trust that
any job I take will be in a supportive environment ?

• Succeeding in a job: Will I face an added burden to
“prove myself” ?  Will my achievements carry equal
weight? Will my reputation be honored ?

• Advancing: Will I face a higher bar ? Are my colleagues
ready for a sexual minority with equal or greater success
or authority ? Are they willing to share power ?



The Lavender Ceiling
What we can learn from focus on the “glass
ceiling” Psychology

Today
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The Lavender Ceiling
What we can learn from focus on the “glass
ceiling”

• Examine societal stereotypes: e.g., gay men portrayed
in primarily artistic (fashion, design) or entertainment
(Elton John, Ricky Martin…) but not scientists,
engineers, etc. Does physics community reinforce them?

• Examine presence/absence of sexual minorities in
positions of leadership/power: department chairs, APS
unit leadership positions, prize recipients

• Examine impact of intentional efforts for women:
support networks, attention to gender balance, growing
presence of women in leadership roles…



IV. Paths Forward

• The good news

• Concrete steps that can be taken by the
APS, physics departments, faculty,
colleagues, & GLBTQ+ physicists
themselves



The Good News

Physicists want to do the right thing

Allies



The Good News

Organizations are Have Formed



The Good News

APS units are starting to take the
sexual minority concerns seriously

• This session is happening

• Division of Nuclear Physics has a
non-discrimination statement



More Can be Done

• Promote visibility of sexual minority physicists within
local departments, APS units, APS publications

• Increase awareness of & responsiveness to sexual
minority needs/concerns by faculty, staff, TA’s

• Encourage representation in plenary sessions at
conferences and workshops

• Identify “safe space”: study lounges, contact persons,
website accessible resources, “allies”

• Include welcoming information in grad recruitment
processes



More Can be Done

• Adopt non-discrimination policies at departmental
and APS level

• Establish an APS task force

• Establish a Physicists Outlist

• Confront ignorance, insensitivity, & prejudice



An Example

APS News Feb 2011



Conclusions

•  Human rights for scientists apply to sexual
minority physicists

•  We’ve come a long way from the days of Alan
Turing

• The Lavender Ceiling persists and it is a
human rights issue

• The path forward is hopeful: physicists want to
do the right thing; we have allies; and
implementing a number of concrete steps will
lead to a healthier community for all


